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ENCOURAGING SELF-DISCOVERY

A forum will advise students on ways to discuss
sexuality while home for the holidays. page 6

‘TIS THE SEASON TO SAVE
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BRONCS MAKE HISTORY
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A BRONC STORY
Mackenzie Emmens/The Rider News
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From left to right: Travis Scott at the Fall concert, Scream Screen, Star Wars-themed Midnight MAACness, R Factor and the men’s soccer team celebrating another MAAC title. The Rider News voted these five moments as the top five of the Fall ‘16 semester.

Enrollment increase, savings critical to Rider’s future

A

By Thomas Regan and Brandon Scalea
MID stalled

discussions with the faculty union,
President Gregory Dell’Omo told faculty
and staff in two Dec. 1 presentations that the
university needs to show a significant increase
in enrollment over the next two years and continue to
pinch pennies to avoid a projected $13.1 million deficit
by 2019.
Among the measures being considered is the
shuttering of Westminster Choir College’s Princeton
campus, selling that property, and consolidating all students, faculty and staff onto the larger
Lawrenceville site, Dell’Omo announced.
“It’s really a two-step process,” Dell’Omo said in an
interview on Dec. 2. “We need to stabilize the current
situation so we can begin building the investment and
growth of the university with the strategic plan. But
if you don’t have that bigger vision down the road, it
makes the short-term challenges that much more difficult to solve, so that’s what we’re trying to do.”
Jeffrey Halpern, lead negotiator for Rider’s
Chapter of the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP), said the union’s initial offer
included short-term relief in addition to long-term
initiatives that could save the university up to $5.5 million annually by 2020.
However, Dell’Omo said the proposal’s short-term
concessions were not enough and worries the longterm savings would take too long to help Rider.
“We would be willing to entertain guarantees or
contract extensions, but it has to be the magnitude
that is going to stabilize us in the short term,” he said.
“The AAUP has offered savings that will get us $5.5
million in savings by 2020, but look at the numbers.
We need over $7 million in all of our savings by next
year.”
Dell’Omo said if the university does not increase
its enrollment by 114 undergraduate students by

fall 2017 and find $7.8 million in savings from
the AAUP negotiations, program prioritization,
and cost-cutting suggested by consulting company
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Rider will be facing a $7
million deficit in fiscal year 2018.
The outlook he provided was even bleaker for fiscal year 2019. Dell’Omo said the university needed
to increase enrollment by another 46 undergraduate
students in fall 2018 and have $7.2 million in savings,
or it will be looking at a $13.1 million hole in 2019.
During his presentation in a crowded lecture hall at
Westminster’s Talbott Library, Dell’Omo stressed the
campus consolidation is merely a study at this point
and added he hopes a decision will be reached by
February.
“This is a multi-faceted analysis we’re doing,” he
said. “We’re trying to hit every angle of the stakeholders — past, current and future — to figure out what
the impact [of the one-campus model] would be.
We’re talking to some people about it and there’s been
past donors who are in support of it. We’re trying to
gather all the feedback we can.”
Though the president assured the audience that the
university is considering the ramifications of such a
move, he was barraged with voices of concern.
Multiple Westminster faculty members suggested
that eliminating the Princeton campus would strike
deeply at Westminster’s reputation.
“I hope, and I’m sure that you’re all looking at
this, but by moving this campus, there is a hit we
are going to take at an international level about the
perception of what our school will become,” professor
of conducting James Jordan told Dell’Omo. “In the
arts world, I don’t know how that’s going to play out.
Among alumni and with the horror of [the move], I’m
not so sure we can recover.”
Westminster’s Student Government Association
President Katelyn Hemling said the possibility of the

consolidation has ignited unease on the campus.
“Most people [on Westminster’s campus] are generally very upset,” she said in an interview on Dec. 6.
“They don’t see the reasoning for it, especially without
a concrete plan of how we would move forward. The
uncertainty about everything is what scares people
the most. Until we have some solid information about
how this process is going to occur and how long it will
take, people won’t know how to react.”
As the Princeton campus processes the idea
of a relocation, Dell’Omo has a vision to make
Westminster an even stronger part of the university.
In the event the university decides to move
Westminster Choir College onto the Lawrenceville
campus, Dell’Omo said, “How do we create the
world-class Westminster College of the Arts, which
Westminster Choir College is a part of right now?
If we can expand that and grow that and have that
really be a centerpiece for Rider University, can we
get more leverage to bring the two together physically
that would truly make the arts side of our university a
dominant part?”
In addition to savings initiatives, Dell’Omo said in
an interview on Dec. 2 the university has ramped up
its recruiting efforts with younger high school students
in an effort to address the enrollment shortfall.
“It’s done on a one-on-one basis,” he said. “The
new thing is a lot more social media. We are starting
to contact sophomores and sometimes even freshmen.
There’s a lot more aggressiveness in terms of doing
one-on-one marketing. We are getting much more
aggressive.”
The faculty union expects discussions with the
administration to continue, although the sides remain
far apart in conversations, according to Halpern.
“We are in conversations about both the short and
the long term,” Halpern said. “It’s a slow process. We
have not walked away from the table.”
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Early morning argument

Sound the alarm

An altercation that just didn’t sit right. On Dec. 3
at 3:29 a.m., Public Safety was dispatched to Wright
Hall on the report of an argument between a male
student and a female student. Upon arrival, officers
did not observe anyone in the hallway or hear any
fighting. The officers were directed to a particular part
of the building where they met with room occupants
who stated that their friends had a minor verbal argument about private issues. The area was secured and
the occupants returned to their rooms.

What an interesting flavor of popcorn. On Dec. 2
at 1:21 a.m., Public Safety was dispatched to Kroner
Hall on report of a fire alarm. Upon arrival, officers
met with a student who initially claimed the cause
of the smoke was a bag of popcorn. Officers entered
the room and concluded it did not smell like popcorn, prompting the student in question to admit he
was vaping. The student is being charged with fire
safety and hazard violations and the matter has been
referred to the Office of Community Standards.

Heating issues

His heater took a break, too. On Nov. 27 at 8 p.m.,
Public Safety was dispatched to Hill Hall in reference
to a student who found a water leak in his room after
returning from Thanksgiving break. The student
claimed that, before leaving Monday Nov. 21, there
was no leak present within the room. After returning,
though, the heating unit had leaked onto the carpet.
Facilities was notified and is working to repair the
damage.
— Information provided by Director of Public Safety
Vickie Weaver

Journalism student takes on Ireland through scholarship

A

N enriching experience is in store for Jessica
Hergert, who will travel to Dublin, Ireland,
with the help of the Center for International
Education (CIE) and the prestigious Gilman
Scholarship.
With the assistance of the Gilman Scholarship,
Hergert, a junior journalism major, will be attending Griffith College in Dublin, Ireland, during the
2017 spring semester through CAPA, an international
organization that provides academic programs for
students that want to study abroad. It has a wide array
of choices and many of Rider’s programs are partnered with it. Hergert wants to broaden her horizons
and conduct herself well as a recipient of a Gilman
Scholar.
The Gilman Scholarship is offered nationwide to
those who receive the federal Pell grant and are in
great need of funding to study abroad. The scholarship is named after Benjamin A. Gilman, who served
in Congress for thirty years. The Gilman Scholarship
is earned through an extremely competitive process
and very few are able to receive it.
“When you earn the Gilman Scholarship, you must
carry yourself differently,” said Hergert. “You must
uphold the standard of the Gilman name. It is such an
honor to be a part of this program. This is a big influence in my life and I am thankful for this opportunity.”
Along with studying abroad, students who qualify
must be involved in an international internship.
Hergert has applied with a company called Olytico.
Olytico is a social media analysis firm that is based
in Dublin, Ireland. It helps empower businesses by
researching trends in specific markets and industries

Courtesy of Jessica Hergert

By Christian Ashe

Junior journalism major Jessica Hergert will travel to Dublin, Ireland, with the aid of the Gilman scholarship, a nationwide scholarship
that provides students with funds to study abroad.
in order to help its clients achieve the best plan for its
communications objectives. Hergert was given two
days to prepare for her interview but she felt that it
went very well. She is now waiting to hear back from
them.
Rider’s CIE director Sara Young-Singh told
Hergert about this opportunity and inspired her to
go to a workshop that Young-Singh presents to her
students.
“In the workshop, we discuss what countries
students would like to go to and what their overall
interest is about studying abroad,” she said. “We find
the right program for their specific interests and then
we help them come up with ways that they can write
their essays for the applications for the study abroad
programs. After we get a sense of what they would like

to learn out of their experience, everyone applies.”
Young-Singh says that it won’t be all fun and
games, and that the students that earn this scholarship
have a lot of responsibilities and must be able to manage their time wisely.
“The way that it works is that each student takes 15
credits, three classes, and a six-credit internship,” said
Hergert. “They all go towards your major and you are
working for 20 hours a week. It is important to maximize your experience while you are studying there
because most students that get internships abroad that
come back usually end up getting a job.”
All students who study abroad through Rider’s CIE
are expected to learn from their experiences and carry
what they have learned with them throughout their
careers.

Student business team comes out on top in Northeast competition

N

By Lauren Lavelle

from Rider’s College of Business
Administration took home a second and third
place win in the first Northeast U.S.A. InterCollegiate Enterprise Resource Planning simulation (ERPsim) Competition on Nov. 11.
Aimed at providing students with a real-life
approach to business techniques and models, ERPsim
competitions usually consist of simulation games using
Systems Applications and Products (SAP) software,
a popular global enterprise that is used worldwide in
over 100 countries.
“The way we use it in the game is very similar to
how it is used in the real world,” said junior global
supply chain major and ERPsim competition team
member Adam Chojnowski. “We’re trying to sell the
most of the same product as the other teams so we
make a forecast of the stuff we need for the game.
The SAP software will then generate the raw materials
we need to make those products so we will be able to
request whatever we want to produce. It goes through,
and we now have the inventory.”
Junior accounting major and ERPsim competition team member Sarah McMekin appreciated the
healthy competition and enjoyed taking on a leadership role within her team.
“We were just running a simple company but playing against other teams made it a lot more complex,”
said McMekin. “For example, I was in charge of
setting prices for products and it was hard at times to
keep our competitive edge against the other teams.”

Courtesy of Adam Chojnowski

INE students

From left to right: Adam Chojnowski, Andrew Vastardis,
Kamalika Sharma, Stephen Murray, James Damiano, Ethan
Stout, Timia Thomas, Sarah McMekin, Bianca Rodriguez.
Along with its extensive organizational skills, SAP
software provides several other notable perks that give
students a true business experience.
“Right on the SAP, we set up the price we want for
the product and we can see how the product does,”
said Chojnowski. “All the teams were getting the raw
materials, producing what they felt was needed and
trying to sell it. Whoever had the best company value
and net profit got placed.”
After a rough start, Rider won second and third
place wins against other institutions such as Delaware
State University, Penn State University, Widener
University and the University of Delaware.

“I feel really proud of my team’s victories,” said
McMekin. “The first two rounds were a little difficult
and we had a rough time figuring out what we were
going to accomplish to make our company successful.
After the first rounds, we finally found a strategy that
worked for us and ended up coming in second place in
the final round.”
Chojnowski, who originally heard about the competition through his Information Systems for Supply
Chain Management class, feels the competition is beneficial for business students because it may give them a
boost when searching for jobs and internships.
“A lot of people have told me the software we’re
using looks identical to how it will be in the workplace,” said Chojnowski. “Businesses love to know you
know how to use this software. If you can tell any sort
of profession in the business world that you know how
to use SAP, that’s nothing but good news for you.”
Overall, McMekin is glad she participated and
hopes business students continue to take part in
ERPsim competitions in the future.
“I know a lot more about ERPsim than I thought,”
she said. “I decided to take part in this competition
because it allowed me to take the skills I learned in
class and apply them to a real world situation. It’s a
great opportunity and I recommend it to any student
who is interested.”
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By Shanna O’Mara
N Nov.

8, Americans crowded around their televisions, radios and smartphones to witness history in the making. Democratic nominee Hillary
Clinton was battling Republican Donald Trump
for colors on a map and residence on Pennsylvania
Avenue.
Several polls throughout the summer and fall predicted Clinton to claim the Oval Office and beat out
her businessman competitor. However, as votes poured
in that memorable Tuesday night, the collected numbers told a different story.
MSNBC host and political correspondent Steve
Kornacki spoke at a Rebovich Institute for New Jersey
Politics on Dec. 1 in the Cavalla Room, recounting the
night he covered the election that shocked the world.
Throughout the evening, he and other political
analysts followed the “narrow path” Trump could take
to win the presidency.
“If Donald Trump was going to win, it would be
with heavy support from blue-collar white voters,”
Kornacki said. “The question was: Could he drive up
enough support from blue-collar white voters without
alienating other voters in equally large numbers?”
With the nonwhite population growing in the
United States, many experts predicted Trump’s
struggle to gain enough momentum on Election Day.
“There were plenty of reasons to suspect, based on
the way this campaign went, that he would do worse
than [2012 Republican nominee] Mitt Romney did
with these [nonwhite] groups,” Kornacki said. Clinton
was expected to perform just as well, if not better,
than President Barack Obama did during his 2012
race.
Although Trump ultimately lost the black vote to
Clinton 88-8, she won by “seven points less with the
group that makes up more than ten percent of the
overall electorate,” according to Kornacki, who noted
that Obama won this sector 93-6.

Many also expected Trump to lose the Hispanic
vote by a tremendous margin after his comments
about Spanish criminal activity and building a wall
along the American-Mexican border, but he shocked
people by only losing that vote to Clinton 65-29,
compared to the 2012 outcome of 71 for Obama and
just 27 for Romney. Trump also lost the Asian vote
65-29, finishing two points ahead of Romney in the
last election.
“This is not a moment of great triumph for the
Republican Party in terms of winning over nonwhite
voters, but they did better than anybody thought they
were going to do,” Kornacki said.
Kornacki said his media team and many others covering the presidential race focused on the
crucial outcome in the Rust Belt, the region along
the Northeastern border, along the Great Lakes and
into the Midwest including states like Pennsylvania,
Michigan and Wisconsin.
“Every time we got a poll, particularly out of
one of those states, this is what I was looking for,”
he said. “Is there a sign that Donald Trump in the
poll in Pennsylvania is doing something that all the
Republicans in the past 30 years who failed to win
Pennsylvania weren’t doing? Is he running closer to
Hillary Clinton? Is the gap closing? Every poll in
Pennsylvania, right until the end, looked like every
poll in Pennsylvania in a presidential race going back
to 1992.”
With Clinton ahead by five to seven points throughout the night, there was little concern that she’d lose
the 20 electoral votes from the state. Another 10
electoral votes were up for grabs in Wisconsin, and
Marquette University Law School in Milwaukee was
keeping a close eye on those. Every two weeks, the
school would release a poll tracking the candidates’
success in that state.
SEE POLITICAL
“Was this going to be the
PAGE 4
poll that showed Donald
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Rebovich event gives first-person account of election

MSNBC host and political correspondent Steve Kornacki recounts
his experiences during election night on Dec. 1.

THE POINT IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR 2017/2018
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Political analyst reminisces about election results
Trump was within a point, within two
points, was tied, that this blue-collar
strategy was working in the Rust Belt?”
Kornacki asked himself. “We were
not seeing it. We only had a couple of
Michigan polls at the very end. There
was some evidence that he was doing
better with blue-collar voters there than
previous Republicans, but it did not
look like he was going to win the state.”
As the hours passed by and the exit
poll results trickled in, Kornacki concluded that the predictions of Clinton’s
win seemed accurate.
“The exit polls that we got at five
o’clock looked exactly like all the polls
leading up to Election Day,” he said. “It
looked like Hillary Clinton was ahead
in Pennsylvania. It looked like Hillary
Clinton was ahead in Wisconsin, in
Michigan, in Florida by a couple of
points, in North Carolina, even in
Ohio. We were thinking that we were
on our way to the result most people
expected.”
He even noticed a more impressive
trend in favor of the former secretary
of state and first lady than he had
seen for President Obama during his
second-term campaign.
“The turnout looked like it was on
pace to eclipse what we had in 2012,”
Kornacki said, citing larger numbers
for Clinton in Florida than Obama had
received. “So, we’ve had months of
polls that say Hillary Clinton has clear
advantage in the Electoral College.
We’ve got exit polls between five and
seven [o’clock] that say, ‘Yep, those
polls leading up to the election, that’s
about right.’ And now we’ve got early
returns in Florida that say, ‘Yep. Hillary
Clinton is hitting the numbers she
needs to hit in the areas she needs to hit
them.’”
As he stood by the MSNBC information board, Kornacki saw a 110,000
vote gap in Florida between Clinton

and Trump, with the former host of
“The Celebrity Apprentice” behind
and no large area left in the state to
make up ground.
“Two minutes later, I walked back
over to the board,” Kornacki said in
a tone of utter disbelief. “We got an
update on Florida, and that 110,000
vote Clinton lead was down to 4,000
votes.”
The tables had turned on Clinton,
as Trump began soaring ahead in
several states. He closed a six point gap
in North Carolina then took the lead in
Virginia despite growing Democratic
populations outside of Washington
D.C. and in suburban areas around
Richmond.
He also ultimately won Pennsylvania
with 49 percent of the vote compared
to Clinton’s 48.
“I never realized that that many
traditionally blue counties [in
Pennsylvania] ended up going red
and how the four counties in the
Philadelphia area were always solid
Democrat but so many people in this
election voted Republican for the first
time since 1988,” Kimberly Ortiz,
senior journalism major, said.
Trump won the overall white vote
58-37 but only won the white college graduate vote 49-45 because of
a consistently offensive message that
primarily upset suburbanites, according
to Kornacki. “Donald Trump did worse
than any Republican has ever done
with this group, but he still won them,”
he said.
The country watched as “this
machine that the Clinton campaign
had built meticulously for years just
crumbled apart with every new precinct
that came in,” Kornacki said.
“He lost by 2.5 million votes, but his
votes were concentrated in just a perfect, precise way,” he said, noting that
his narrow victories in Pennsylvania,

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

CONT’D FROM P. 3

MSNBC host and political correspondent Steve Kornacki smiles at the crowd before speaking.
Wisconsin and Michigan put him
ahead in terms of electoral votes. “If
Hillary Clinton had won each one of
these states, she’s president. The total
margin between those three states is
78,000 votes. The 78,000 votes spread
out over three population-rich states,
20 electoral votes in Pennsylvania, 16
electoral votes in Michigan, [10 in
Wisconsin]. The 78,000 votes spread
out between those three states are just
enough to give Donald Trump the
electoral votes he needs to overcome a
2.5 million vote margin in the national
popular vote.”
The dust settled around 2:30 a.m.
when Trump had been named the 45th
president-elect. As Clinton returned to

her home in New York, Trump traveled
to the White House to discuss a transfer
of power with Obama. He has since
been speaking with other world leaders,
naming members to his Cabinet and
will be sworn into office on Jan. 20.

New program expands study abroad destinations

T

By Theresa Evans
HE Center for International Education (CIE)
offers students the chance to gain global perspective from almost 50 different locations around the
world.
International Student Exchange Program (ISEP)
has partnered with CIE, allowing students to go overseas to new locations starting in Fall 2017, according
to CIE Director Sara Young-Singh. ISEP connects
students to a variety of countries, allowing students to study at an array of different universities within each country.
“The experience itself will not be improving,
but the program breadth will be improving,”
said Young-Singh. “Students will still have a
fantastic time abroad but, by bringing ISEP on,
we expand our portfolio significantly. We bring
on more countries, more universities and students
have a greater selection to choose from than what we
currently have.”
ISEP is complementing Rider’s previously established program. There will still be a variety of
program options including internship experiences, but
ISEP allows students to live and learn corresponding
with the cultural norms of the host country, according to Young-Singh. Students will still sit in classrooms
with other native students and broaden their knowledge culturally and academically. Rider is committed
to giving students a full experience.
“Our mission is not only to have our students be
educated globally, but to educate our exchange students as well,” said Young-Singh. “This is how we can
be a full circle and that’s the beauty of the program.
Different countries are learning about each other. It’s

globally beneficial because students are learning about
opposing cultures and further proving stereotypes
wrong. Breaking down stereotypes is what studying
abroad is essentially about.”
Young-Singh recommends when students come
for studying abroad advisement, they have their study
abroad portfolio done. In order for students to maximize their experience at Rider, studying abroad allows
them to expand their knowledge. ISEP gives them
more options to choose from.

different path for students to take.
“Each student comes to us with different motives,”
said Young-Singh. “Some students will probably go
more than once. They are maximizing their experience at Rider. Prices are compromisable compared to
Rider. A number of students have no idea they can
get scholarships and are able to afford to go more than
once. We have such a robust portfolio.”
Scholarships can be offered from the host’s national
government. According to Young-Singh, New Zealand
offers a scholarship for up to $15,000. There
are three different tiers of scholarships. In
addition to the host’s government, some
come from the state side and others are
private. As ISEP started as a nonprofit,
SARA YOUNG-SINGH, CIE DIRECTOR government-initiated program, funds are
kept specifically for studying abroad and
there is a lot of money available to students.
“The expansion of countries is what we
“We can gain an understanding on what their goals
can all be very excited about,” said Young-Singh. “On
are according to the students’ portfolios,” said Youngthe flip side, the expansion of Rider’s student body
Singh. “Some students will find that ISEP works pheis exciting. We are moving in a totally global sense
nomenally for them. Other students are going to want
by educating everyone we receive and educating our
an internship experience that involves island programs
own students about the world. I’m excited to send our
and some may want something completely opposite
kids off, but I’m really excited to see who we receive
of both. There is something for everyone. If students
because we already have such a robust international
come prepared for their first advisement meeting, then
student population, but to see that expand is very
we can do an efficient job of pointing them in the
exciting. What they’re going to bring to our commuright direction with confidence that a specific program
nity here is going to be phenomenal.”
is right for them. We have a greater opportunity to
give students the experience they want because we
have more programs to find the best fit for everyone.”
Students can experience living with a host family in Spain or living as a university resident in New
Zealand, said Young-Singh. Each country offers a

‘‘

The experience itself will not be improving, but
the program breadth will be improving.”
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Post-grad life filled with high fashion

M

By Samantha Brandbergh

have a vision of
their dream closet. For a Rider
graduate, that closet is her
office.
Brooke Vernon, ’16, currently
does freelance work at Marie Claire
Magazine’s fashion closet, where she
assists at photoshoots, picks up designer
clothes from different public relations
companies and more.
Although fashion is a highly competitive field, Vernon is no stranger to the
industry. Throughout her Rider career,
she was diligent in applying for and
landing internships in her field.
She previously interned at Marie
Claire Magazine in the summer of
2014, and later spent time at the
Michael Kors’ fashion office, interning
for the men’s and women’s stylists.
Vernon’s other experiences include
interning at Harper’s Bazaar Magazine
in 2015, and, most recently, the
Christian Louboutin public relations
department from January to May of
2016.
“I wanted to do as many internships
as I could in college because I know
how hard it is to find a position in this
field,” she said. “I personally know
people who are interning after graduating to get more experience to put on
their résumé.”
Once she graduated, Vernon found
her newly-gained free time to be a
burden.
“I hated life after graduation,” she
said. “It was really hard for me to relax
because I am someone who loves to
work.”
Although she was working as a
lifeguard over the summer and in retail

Photo courtesy of Brooke Vernon

ANY people

Brooke Vernon takes a break from her freelance work in the Marie Claire Magazine fashion closet.
from September to November, Vernon
was constantly applying for jobs.
“I applied for entry level positions
such as stylist assistant, fashion assistant and editorial assistant,” she said.
“I applied even though all entry-level
positions require one-to-two years of
freelance experience within that field.”
Through her search, Vernon came
across the freelance fashion closet assistant position, which she was “beyond
thrilled” about. Over 100 people
applied online on the first day, and
Vernon was one of the few selected for
an interview.
Once she got the job in early
November, Vernon began working at
the office located in the Hearst Tower

in New York and has been enjoying
every day since.
“I love working at Marie Claire
because it is an extremely creative environment,” Vernon said. “I love working
with products and helping assist on
photoshoots. No day is ever the same
but you are always doing similar daily
things.”
Some of Vernon’s duties include
checking in requests from editors,
checking in designer products such
as Chanel shoes, Fendi bags and
McQueen looks, and helping on photoshoot sets.
“Every day is busy, and it is rare
when we have a slow day, let alone a
slow hour,” she said.

Through this position, Vernon hopes
she can work her way up to an editorial
position at the magazine.
“In order for me to move up in
editorial, I have to have this freelance
experience,” she explained. “My dream
is to work in editorial, especially at
Marie Claire Magazine. I love working
with clothing and accessories, especially
bags, shoes and jewelry.”
During her time at Rider, Vernon
was guided through the internship
application process by Associate
Professor of Journalism Aaron Moore.
“I would always enjoy my weekly
email updates to him through the
internship class program at Rider,”
she said. “He was very positive, which
helped me to stay positive.”
These weekly emails helped provide
Vernon with a classroom-like experience while being off campus.
“[Students are] out in the field and
not seeing a professor on a daily basis,
they’re not getting daily feedback,”
Moore said. “So they might feel distant
when they’re on campus.”
Moore uses this communication to
advise and counsel his students through
their time at Rider and beyond.
“I communicate with them about
their experience and [Vernon] used this
as an opportunity to gauge my advice
about ways to advance her career,” he
said.
Although post-graduation life can be
a difficult one at first, Vernon advises
future graduates to not get discouraged.
“Gain experience in order to move
up, and use each and every position as
a stepping stone to get you where you
want to be,” she said.

Performers laugh, sing and shine in ‘the Rain’

Students perform a group number from the fall cabaret “Welcome the Rain” on Dec. 3. The production featured music from writing team Goldrich and Heisler, and focused on themes of love and humor.
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R Factor favorites return for holiday bash
HRISTMAS songs

fluttered through the air as the
R Factor Holiday concert brought a whole lot
of spirit in place of competition to the Bart
Luedeke Center stage on Dec. 2.
The stage itself looked like a scene from a
Christmas movie, decorated with three brightly-lit
trees, lampposts and the silhouette of a cozy house.
The concert kicked off with a performance from
the Rider Dance Team to the song “All I Want For
Christmas Is You.” The dancers crowded the aisles
and stage and pumped up the audience.
The host for the evening, senior public relations
major Kevin Grunder, called for energy and excitement, saying that the show was “bringing back all the
favorites” from past R Factors.
Grunder introduced R Factor veterans Nick
Barbati and Trace Kennedey and newcomer “The
Voice” contestant Dez Duron as “The Three Wise
Men.”
“I love it here; that’s why I keep coming back,”
Kennedey said during his introduction.
Freshman behavioral neuroscience major Caleb
Holt and sophomore elementary education major
Paige Davis kicked off the first act with a fun duet of
“Baby, it’s Cold Outside” that showed off their skill
in both singing and acting.
They were followed by a solo performance of
Ariana Grande’s song “Santa Tell Me” by freshman
musical theater major Anna Sanzone.
Another solo followed as R Factor Season 4
veteran junior elementary education major Victoria
Panagos sang “My Grown-Up Christmas List.”

Barbati commented on her performance, saying
Panagos’ “growth is immeasurable.”
As Panagos exited, newcomer and mentor Dez
Duron took the stage, personalizing his performance
of “I’ll Be Home for Christmas,” explaining he
longed for his home in Louisiana during the holiday
season while attending school in Connecticut.
A change in style followed when Grunder lit up
the stage again, introducing special guest Karen
“Miss Cheetah” Torchia, who took her final bow as
an R Factor judge four seasons ago.
Torchia expressed her excitement to be back,
saying R Factor was “really exciting when [she] was
here” because of the “talented, talented students”
she worked with.
The performances continued with “Rocking
Around the Christmas Tree,” sung by senior musical
theater major Anna Smith. The audience loved her
upbeat song and responded with bobbing heads and
rhythmic clapping.
The concert slowed down again with a beautiful performance by former R Factor winner senior
musical theater major Milika Griffiths singing “Have
Yourself A Merry Little Christmas.” The audience
seemed entranced by her voice, only making noise
after the last note to explode with claps and cheers.
A unique performance followed with the classic
Christmas song “Carol of the Bells” by Rider’s a
capella group ’Til Further Notes. The group mesmerized the mentors and audience, receiving one of
the biggest crowd reactions of the night.
Barbati came onto the stage next, thanking everybody who made the show possible. He said that Rider

is “lucky to be a community that has each other,” and
that this concert represents what the holidays are:
“the light at the end of the tunnel.”
Despite the talent that had already graced the
stage, the headliners were yet to perform.
First up was sophomore arts administration major
Kalif Jones who performed two songs, a mash-up
of “Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer” and “Jingle
Bell Rock” followed by a beautiful rendition of “The
Christmas Song.”
Following Jones was another special performance
by one of the mentors. This time, Kennedey took the
stage in a vibrant, all-red outfit with a Santa hat.
Kennedey involved the audience during his performance of “This Christmas” and put his soul into

Former “The Voice “contestant Dez Duron (far left), recurring R Factor mentor Trace Kennedey (center), freshman behavioral neuroscience major Caleb
Holt and sophomore elementary education major Paige Davis (above) were just a few of the performers at the R Factor Holiday concert on Dec. 2.
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Forum to tackle issues of sexuality,
‘empower’ students during holidays

C

By Mary-Lyn Buckley

Check the SGA Executive
Board's Letter to the Editor!
(Opinion Section -page 9)

Any questions or ideas, contact sga@rider.edu
or President Ryan Hopely, hopelyr@rider.edu

his second song “Mary, Did You Know?” that hit
close to his heart and Christian background.
The final performer was sophomore psychology
major Gabby Mendoza, who sang a mash-up of “Do
You Hear What I Hear?” and “O, Holy Night,” captivating the audience as she belted out the notes.
The finale commenced with every performer
coming on stage, taking turns singing “All I Want for
Christmas is You.”
The performance was a way for the Rider community to come together and enjoy the sounds of
some of Rider’s best singers before winter break.

OLLEGE is

a time for exploration and emotional
growth, but for many lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer or questioning students, going back
home for the holidays can be difficult in the midst
of finding themselves.
Stars from the TV show “Finding Prince
Charming,” Brandon Kneefel and Nick Barbati, will
host a forum this Thursday, Dec. 8 in the Sweigart
auditorium with the goal of advancing change and
supporting students who are anxious about upcoming
conversations with parents and family members.
The program is co-sponsored by the offices of
Campus Activities and Service Learning and the
Student Entertainment Council,
and is scheduled to
begin at 11:30 a.m.
The duo will aim
to teach students how
to properly navigate
their sexual lives and journeys to
self-discovery.
Nick Barbati was inspired
to facilitate the program after
attending a previous lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer or questioning forum hosted by the Student
Government Association’s Vice President John Modica
earlier this month.
“I noticed just how many students were struggling
with communicating their feelings,” Barbati said.
“This discussion will empower our students to communicate, both more effectively and honestly, with
their families and friends when they go home for the
holidays. We hope to help them navigate the waters of
tough discussions in a way that will better help their
friends and families understand their recent life experiences and feelings.”
Barbati met Kneefel during his time on “Finding
Prince Charming” and learned that Kneefel was an

‘‘

accomplished spiritual counselor; together, they hope
to combine their experiences to create an impact.
Modica emphasized that the beauty of hosting the
program is benefiting people of all sexualities.
The event will include an “Ask the Suitors” segment, where students and staff can ask questions to
both Barbati and Kneefel.
The two plan to include tips on expressing emotions and thoughts with friends and family members.
Modica stated his aspiration for the program
overall.
“I hope it continues an important conversation
this campus needs to have about supporting students
as they develop their identities,” he said. “Your race,

I hope it continues an important conversation this campus needs to have about supporting students as they
develop their identities.”
NICK BARBATI
gender, sex, sexuality or faith is a source of empowerment, not shame. We need to encourage students to
see the power in the diverse communities we have on
this campus.”
Barbati shared his hope that people walk away
from this program feeling empowered, as well as feeling truly a part of a larger, supportive family.
“This is a program to help ourselves and then help
each other,” he said. “Together, we are gay America.”

Internship takes senior on a trip into the professional world

W

By Jason Mount
HEN traveling

in a new state,
it’s helpful to have an idea of
what there is to do and where
everything is. That is where
senior English writing major Kathryn
Weniger comes in.
Weniger landed an internship with
the New Jersey Department of State,
in the division of Travel and Tourism,
where she helps work on the New Jersey
Travel Guide. She was the company’s
first ever fall intern.
“It turned out to be a really good
internship,” said Weniger. “I applied for
them on a whim, like ‘let’s see where
this goes,’ and I heard back from them
two days later for an interview. And a
week after I applied, I got the position.”
A typical day at her internship
involves a lot of fact-checking. Weniger
said that she was drawn to the internship because it was a hands-on opportunity with a major publication, and
because she has loved traveling around
New Jersey since she has lived in the
state all her life.
The travel guide that Weniger writes
for contains many different lists of state
attractions, she explained. The guide
also contains feature articles for particular destinations that she has written.

‘‘

Courtesy of Kathryn Weniger

C

By Jessica Hergert

Emily Kelley/ The Rider News

RE VIE W

Senior English writing major Kathryn Weniger currently interns with the New Jersey Department of
State in the division of Travel and Tourism.
“There’s really weird stuff you have to
fact-check all the time. A lot of what
my summer consisted of was factchecking phone numbers and addresses

Weniger has faced ups and downs
while interning. Some of the highs
include “just getting to write” as well
as seeing her own work published. She

“I applied for them on a whim, like ‘let’s see where this goes,’ and I heard back from
them two days later for an interview.”

“Right now, I’m in the middle of
fact-checking the distance of trails just
to make sure everything is 100 percent accurate,” Weniger elaborated.

KATHRYN WENIGER, SENIOR ENGLISH WRITING MAJOR

for all the listings we have.”
One of the most noteworthy aspects
about the internship, Weniger said, is
that it felt “like I had a real job.”

also enjoys working at the state department because “it looks very official on
a résumé.”
However, the main challenge of the

internship was how exhausting factchecking was, she said.
“Sometimes it can be kind of
tedious, so you’ll go through a lot and
nothing has changed, and then suddenly one thing will change and that
will be the highlight of your day,” said
Weniger.
Weniger also mentioned that her
advertising classes here at Rider
helped prepare her for the internship,
but mentioned one English class that
also helped: her non-fiction class with
English literature professor Mickey
Hess.
“It taught me to write creatively
about things that you would normally
find boring,” Weniger said.
Hess believes that, with classes such
as non-fiction, students gain a new
appreciation for writing, especially for
publishing companies.
“Students read current writing so
that they’re knowledgeable about what’s
being published right now,” he said.
“Their awareness of it gives students
like [Weniger] an advantage when
they approach literary agents or small
presses about internships or jobs.”
Weniger believed that her advertising minor helped her stand out from
the other candidates, and that her interview went well because she researched
the company beforehand.
For those who want to get involved
in this particular line of work, or land
an internship anywhere, Weniger had
this advice to give: “Look everywhere.
Apply as much and as often as you can,
and go for anything.”
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Blacklist of professors
darkens education

A

PROFESSOR makes a comment about race or gender. A
[\]LMV\Q[WٺMVLMLIVLIZO]M[
with the professor. They
bicker and, after a few minutes, class
resumes as normal. For many of us,
this is something we’ve seen in at least
one class. However, a new website
is challenging that ability to openly
converse with our professors.
The Professor Watchlist is a
website that was created with
the intention of warning college
students about extremely liberal
instructors. According to the website’s own description, “The mission
of Professor Watchlist is to expose
and document college professors
who discriminate against conservative students and advance leftist
propaganda in the classroom.” As of
writing this editorial, no Rider professors have been named on the list.
However, professors from Rutgers
and Princeton have been added.
The Professor Watchlist is a
shameful attempt at policing freedom of thought and restricting the
freedoms of speech that are meant
to take place in college classrooms.
The website not only shames professors by naming them as callous individuals, but it also picks apart the
things they have said or tweeted that
could be seen as liberal opinions.
For example, a professor from
Rutgers was named on the watchlist for, the website states, claiming
“that white people need to start
recognizing that they are ‘the face of
the oppressor.’” This professor was
also implicated for tweeting about
racism.
Another professor, this one from
Princeton, was named because he
“strongly questions the personhood
given to any unborn child and finds
little similarity to killing an unborn
child and killing any other person.”
This professor also strongly supports
animal rights.
These, while liberal or controversial, are simply opinions. No professor, just like no other individual,
should be ridiculed for whatever
their opinions may be.
This Professor Watchlist is not
an attempt to protect anyone. It is
an attempt at marginalizing and
shaming professors for participating
in freedom of thought. This is not a
watchlist. This is a blacklist.
The New York Times writes that
this website is a threat to academic
freedom. Julio C. Pino, a professor
from Kent State University who is
on the watchlist, told the newspaper that the website encourages the
“normalizing of prosecuting professors, shaming professors, defaming
professors.”
That sentiment is entirely true.
There is a level of shame that comes
with being implicated on this watchlist. This intimidates professors into
hiding their views in a higher education environment that is intended to
promote free thinking.
This does not only apply to
liberal professors who want to share

their views in the classroom. No professor should be defamed on a blacklist for their opinions, whether those
opinions are extremely liberal or
extremely conservative. Professors,
like all people in this country, have a
right to their freedom of speech.
And students should not be
deterred by anyone’s free speech.
Most undergraduate students fall
somewhere between the ages of 17
and 23. We are all adults, with developed minds and the ability to think
for ourselves.
If a professor does not share
our ideals, that does not necessarily
influence our beliefs in any way. A
liberal student remains liberal, even
in the face of a conservative professor, and vice versa. This watchlist
makes it seem like we need someone
to hold our hands and guide us
around the big, mean professors who
so cruelly do not share our opinions.
As college students, we are all
adults. If any of us are being so
strongly influenced by a professor’s
views, then maybe that professor is
not the one we should worry about.
There are some professors, surely
both liberal and conservative, who
do not allow much room for students to disagree with them. That
is a more pressing issue. No professor should ever make a student feel
marginalized for their beliefs. If a
student disagrees with them, that
student should not be ridiculed.
And, at the same time, no student
should ever feel threatened by the
fact that a professor does not agree
with them on everything. Colleges
are educational spaces that promote
the exchange of ideas.
Many of us in 2016 don’t want to
listen to opinions that dissent from
our own, which is what makes politics such a touchy subject. But what’s
the harm in listening to someone
else’s opinions? Maybe a professor’s
views will help further solidify our
own, or offer a new perspective we
never considered.
The world has a vast variety of
differing views, beliefs, faiths and
more. If we go out into that world
looking for people who are just like
us, then we will surely be lost. If we
persecute professors for their opinions, then we contradict everything
that every university stands for.
And if we’re only learning from the
people who share our narrow views,
then we are wasting thousands of
dollars on an inferior education.

The weekly editorial expresses the
majority opinion of The Rider News.
This week’s editorial was written by the
Opinion Editor, Samantha Sawh.

caglecartoons.com
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Ho-ho-hold that
credit card

Black Friday and Cyber
Monday have come and gone,
there are still ways to save money
this holiday season. You just need
to know when and where to look.
The time of day you shop matters.
The New York Times suggests going shopping on a Tuesday morning because
that is when in-store prices are the
lowest. For those who like shopping
later in the day, Business Insider recommends shopping after 6 p.m. because
most stores have their deals already
activated for the next day. Either way,
sales are going up on a Tuesday, as
ILoveMakonnen would say.
There are also trends in prices when
it comes to certain categories of items.
Consumer Reports claims the best
deals for electronics happen after Cyber

Monday, especially during the last
week before Christmas. That is good
news for all those last-minute shoppers.
Additionally, January is the best time
to purchase clothes and linens because
stores are beginning to stock their
spring collections, so you may want to
hold off on buying those as gifts.
Websites such as Retailmenot.com
or Groupon can help you make wise
purchasing decisions. Retailmenot
offers online coupon codes and even
lists some current sales deals. Groupon,
which offers discounts on restaurants,
travel, activities or stores, is more for
people who want to go out on the town
and give a nice experience as a present. Other
SEE HOLIDAY DEALS,
websites
PAGE 9
help you
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GREEN CORNER

Giving sustainability its much needed curtain call

H

AVE you ever been to a musical and marveled
I\\PMUIOVQÅKMV\[M\XQMKM['<PMI\MZ[M\[QV
6M_AWZS+Q\a8PQTILMTXPQIIZW]VL\PMOTWJM
IVLM^MVZQOP\PMZMI\:QLMZIZMQUXZM[[Q^M
JIKSLZWX[\W\PM[\IOMXMZNWZUIVKM1\\ISM[ITW\WN 
UI\MZQIT\WJ]QTLMTIJWZI\M[M\[TQSM\PI\4]KSQTaUIVa
\PMI\MZ[ZM][M\PMQZ[KMVMZaJaXIQV\QVOW^MZ\PM[IUM
_WWLXQMKM[<PMZMIZMVW_XZWOZIU[\PI\IZMTWWSQVON]Z\PMZQV\WZ]VVQVO[][\IQVIJTM\PMI\MZ[
1VQ\QI\Q^M[TQSM<PM*ZWIL_Ia/ZMMV)TTQIVKM
ML]KI\M[UW\Q^I\M[IVLQV[XQZM[\PMMV\QZM\PMI\MZ
KWUU]VQ\aIVLQ\[XI\ZWV[\WILWX\MV^QZWVUMV\ITTa
NZQMVLTQMZXZIK\QKM[<PMaPI^MU]T\QXTMKWUUQ\\MM[
\PI\LMIT_Q\PLQNNMZMV\I[XMK\[WN XZWL]K\QWV<PMQZ
VM_M[\KWUUQ\\MMNWK][MLWVML]KI\QWVLMIT[_Q\P
¹OZMMVQVO\PMI\MZºQVML]KI\QWVITQV[\Q\]\QWV[<PMQZ
UQ[[QWVQ[\WLQ[[MUQVI\MOZMMVMZXZIK\QKM[QV\PMI\MZ[
\PZW]OPW]\\PMML]KI\QWVKWUU]VQ\aNZWUPQOP
[KPWWT[\WKWTTMOM[IVL]VQ^MZ[Q\QM[<PQ[KWUUQ\\MM
Q[KPIQZMLJa4Q[I5Q\KPMTTI\,Q[VMa<PMI\ZQKIT
<PM*ZWIL_Ia/ZMMV)TTQIVKM¼[XZMIVLXW[\
XZWL]K\QWVKWUUQ\\MMPI[UILMOZMI\[\ZQLM[\W
QVKZMI[M\PMIUW]V\WN ZMKaKTQVO_Q\PQV6M_AWZS
\PMI\MZ[.WZM`IUXTM XMZKMV\WN [KMVMZaNZWU
shows closing in January 2009 was recycled or
ZM][MLQV[\MILWN OWQVO\WTIVLNQTT<PQ[KWUUQ\\MM
IT[WXZWUW\M[OZMMVMZZM[W]ZKM[NWZ[PWX[LM[QOVMZ[
IVL\MKPVQKITLQZMK\WZ[;QVKMUIVa[PW_[IZM[M\QV
\PMXI[\_Q\PITTWN \PM\PZQN\[\WZM[I^IQTIJTMQVW]Z
IZMIQ\Q[IKQVKP\WNQVL\PMXMZNMK\KW[\]UM[

:QLMZ¼[\MKPVQKITLQZMK\WZQV\PM\PMI\MZLMXIZ\UMV\*]KS4QV\WV[IQL¹<PMLMKS[\PI\aW][MMWV
[\IOMIZMITUW[\MV\QZMTaKWUXZQ[MLWN [\WKSUWL]TM[
\PI\_MSMMXQVW]ZQV^MV\WZa;WUMWN \PMUWL]TM[
PI^MITZMILa[MMVIKW]XTMWN LWbMV][M[[QVKM\PMQZ
KWV[\Z]K\QWV7]Z[PW_LMKS[IZMIJW]\!XMZKMV\
ZM][MWZJ]QT\NWZZM][M1\¼[IK\]ITTaN]VVa?PMV
_M¼ZMJ]QTLQVOVM_[KMVMZa_MX]TTNZWU[IT^IOM
JMNWZM][QVOVM_UI\MZQITIVLW]ZOIUMQ[\WVIUM
\PMV]UJMZWN [PW_[IXQMKMWN T]UJMZPI[JMMVQV
JI[MLWV\PM^IZQW][XIQV\\ZMI\UMV\[1VKQLMV\ITTa
1ZMKMV\Ta[I_IXQMKMWN T]UJMZ[IT^IOMLNZWUI
?M[\UQV[\MZ+PWQZ+WTTMOMWXMZIIJW]\!aMIZ[
IOW1ZMKWOVQbML\PMTIJMTQVOIVLXIQV\\ZMI\UMV\
8IZ\WN \PQ[XZIK\QKMQ[MV^QZWVUMV\IT[][\IQVIJQTQ\a
\PMW\PMZXIZ\Q[[QUXTa\ZaQVO\WOM\\PMUW[\W]\
WN W]ZJ]LOM\[7]ZI^MZIOM[KMVQKJ]LOM\Q[IJW]\
XMZKMV\WN _PI\\PM[PW__W]TLKW[\QN J]QT\
VM_W]\ZQOP\MIKP\QUMTIJWZKW[\[M`KT]LML;W1
[]XXW[MaW]KW]TL[Ia_M¼ZMWXMZI\QVOIZW]VL!
XMZKMV\[][\IQVIJQTQ\aº
1I[SMLUMUJMZ[WN \PM?M[\UQV[\MZKWUU]VQ\a
their thoughts about recycling in the many venues
W]ZKPWQZ[\ZI^MT\W
5QKIMTI*W\\IZQIR]VQWZ^WKITXMZNWZUIVKM
UIRWZUILMIOZMI\LQ[KW^MZaL]ZQVOPMZM`XMZQMVKM[¹AW][PW]TLPI^M[MMVUMI\UaTI[\Z]VW]\
_Q\P?QTTQIU[WV>WQKM[?M_MZMI\\PM5M\ZWXWTQ\IV
5][M]UWN )Z\XMZNWZUQVO)Z^W8qZ\¼[»3IVWV
8WSIRIVMV¼IVL_M_MZMITTOQ^MVKIZLJWIZLJW`ML

T]VKPM[_Q\PIXTI[\QKJW\\TMWN _I\MZ*M[QLM[\PMNIK\
\PI\Q\¼[ITZMILa_I[\MN]T\W][M\PI\U]KPXTI[\QK
\PMZM_I[V¼\IZMKaKTQVOJQVQV[QOP\-^MZaWVM_I[
\PZW_QVO\PMQZXTI[\QK_I\MZJW\\TM[QV\PM\ZI[PKIV
1ZIVW^MZXQKSML\PZW]OP\PM\ZI[PKIVIVLKIZZQML
IVIZUN]TWN MUX\a_I\MZJW\\TM[\W\PMNZWV\WN \PM
^MV]M1N \PMZM_MZMUWZMZMKaKTQVOJQV[IKKM[[QJTMQV
XMZNWZUIVKM[XIKM[_M_W]TL[I^MITW\UWZMXTI[\QK
NZWUMVLQVO]XQVTIVLNQTT[º
7VMQVQ\QI\Q^M1\PW]OP\_I[OMVQ][Q[\PM
*ZWIL_Ia/ZMMV)TTQIVKM*QVLMZ8ZWRMK\<PM
*QVLMZ8ZWRMK\Q[IVM`KPIVOMXZWOZIU_PMZMaW]
KIVLMXW[Q\][MLJQVLMZ[NWZZMX]ZXW[QVOWZXQKS]X
JQVLMZ[NWZaW]ZVM_XZWRMK\[;M^MZITTIZOM[PMT^M[
WN JQVLMZ[QVLQNNMZMV\[QbM[IZMUIQV\IQVMLQVIV
WNNQKM_PMZM\PMIK\WZWZIK\ZM[[UIaKWUMQVIVL
[QOVW]\I[UIVaI[\PMaVMML
<PQ[Q[[]KPI[QUXTMQLMI\PI\_MKW]TL[\IZ\
QUXTMUMV\QVOQ\I\:QLMZVM`\[MUM[\MZ<PM
*ZWIL_Ia/ZMMV)TTQIVKMPI[JZW]OP\OZMMVQVO
\PMI\MZ\WI_PWTMVM_TM^MT1PWXM\W[MMUWZM
NZWU\PQ[WZOIVQbI\QWVM[XMKQITTa_Q\P\PMQZMNNWZ\[\W
ML]KI\M]VQ^MZ[Q\aXZWOZIU[WV[][\IQVIJQTQ\aQV\PM
\PMI\MZ
—Chelsea Simpkins
Westminster Eco Rep

LET TER TO THE EDITOR

Student concern heightened after university update

D

EAR -LQ\WZ

<PM4I_ZMVKM^QTTM;\]LMV\/W^MZVUMV\)[[WKQI\QWVIXXZMKQI\ML\PM
WXXWZ\]VQ\a\WI\\MVL8ZM[QLMV\/ZMOWZa,MTT¼7UW¼[XZM[QLMV\QIT]XLI\MTI[\
<P]Z[LIa<PMXZM[MV\I\QWVTMN\W]Z-`MK]\Q^M*WIZL_Q\PY]M[\QWV[_MPWXM
KIVJMIV[_MZMLNWZ\PMJMVMNQ\WN \PM[\]LMV\JWLa
8ZM[QLMV\,MTT¼7UWQVLQKI\ML\PI\M^MV_Q\PXZWRMK\MLQVKZMI[M[QVMVZWTTUMV\
MTQUQVI\QVO\PM]VQ^MZ[Q\a¼[LMNQKQ\_W]TLZMY]QZMIKWUJQVI\QWVWN [I^QVO[NZWU
8ZQKM_I\MZPW][M+WWXMZ[QUXTMUMV\I\QWVWN XZWOZIUXZQWZQ\QbI\QWVZMKWUUMVLI\QWV[IVLKWVKM[[QWV[NZWU\PM]VQ^MZ[Q\aNIK]T\a?Q\PW]\IVaWZITTWN \PM[MMNNWZ\[
\PMLMNQKQ\_QTTKWV\QV]M\WQVKZMI[M1VI_WZ[\KI[M[KMVIZQWJa;XZQVO!\PM
]VQ^MZ[Q\a_QTTPI^MVWKI[P\WN]VLQ\[WXMZI\QVOM`XMV[M[_PQKPQ[MY]Q^ITMV\\W
QV[\Q\]\QWVITJIVSZ]X\Ka¹<PQ[Q[VW\IXTWaVW\IVMOW\QI\QWV[\ZI\MOaº\PMXZM[QLMV\MUXPI[QbML¹<PQ[Q[ZMITQ\aº
7V\PMW\PMZPIVL\PM]VQWV¼[TMILVMOW\QI\WZ8ZWNM[[WZ2MNNZMa0ITXMZV\WTLThe
Rider NewsTI[\_MMS¸¹6MOW\QI\QWV[JM\_MMVNIK]T\aIVLILUQVQ[\ZI\WZ[IZM»^MZa
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—The Executive Board
LAW Student Government Association

aW]KIVIT_Ia[UISMKIZL[\WPIVLW]\I[XZM[MV\[
<PM[MOQN\[IZM[\QTT_WZ\POQ^QVOJMKI][MVW\WVTa
are they cute, but they took time and consideration to
UISM
<PMPWTQLIa[IZMV¼\IJW]\\PMXZQKMWN \PMOQN\[#Q\¼[
IJW]\\PMTW^MIVL\PW]OP\N]TVM[[\PI\OWM[QV\W_PI\M^MZaW]LWNWZaW]ZNZQMVLWZNIUQTaUMUJMZ5WZM
M`XMV[Q^MOQN\[LWVW\UMIVUWZMTW^M;WI[aW]IZM
P]V\QVONWZLMIT[UISM[]ZMaW]SMMX\PMUIVLVW\
\PMXZQKM\IOQVUQVL
—Rena Carman
Senior communication studies major
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WRESTLING

Rider slams Lock Haven for first conference win

T

By Carlos Toro

team started its
Eastern Wrestling League (EWL)
defense with a big, road, dual-meet
win at Lock Haven on Dec. 3.
The Broncs defeated Lock
Haven 20-14 behind wins for nationally
ranked wrestlers B.J. Clagon and Chad
Walsh, both juniors, and senior Ryan
Wolfe.
Assistant Head Coach John Hangey
said the win against Lock Haven was
important in the team’s defense of its
EWL crown.
“It’s important to get the ball rolling in these meets,” Hangey said. “I
thought we competed real hard against
a good Lock Haven team. We had a
couple of guys have outstanding performances and it’s important to get the
first win under our belts.”
Rider started the meet with two
wins coming from junior J.R. Wert at
125 pounds and sophomore Anthony
Cefolo at 135 pounds. Wert defeated
Jake Field 4-1 and Cefolo got a 13-2
major decision over Joe Ghione to give
the Broncs an early 7-0 lead.
Lock Haven soon turned the tide
with two wins when Ronnie Perry,
who is the No. 20 nationally ranked
wrestler at 141 pounds, scored a 17-2,
technical-fall win against Broncs freshman Evan Fidelibus, who placed third
at the Keystone Classic in that same
weight class. Perry got the win against
Fidelibus in six minutes and 12 seconds.
Lock Haven’s Kyle Shoop got a
6-3 decision victory over 157-pound
Broncs’ junior Jesse Rodgers. At that

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

HE wrestling

Junior B.J. Clagon, one of six Broncs to win their matches, helped Rider beat Lock Haven on Dec. 3.
point, Lock Haven got the 8-7 lead, but
it would be the first and only time Lock
Haven would be ahead of the Broncs.
Clagon and Walsh then started the
Broncs’ comeback with wins over Kyle
Hammond and Jared Siegrist. Clagon,
nationally ranked at No. 15 at 157
pounds, shut out Hammond with a 6-0
decision win.
Clagon said he was happy to be back
on the mat and competing.
“It felt great,” Clagon said. “Not
competing isn’t too much fun. I love to

be out there with my team each and
every time. I just got to keep training
and improving my conditioning more
and more.”
Walsh followed with a 10-1 major
decision over Jared Siegrist at 165
pounds to push Rider’s lead to 14-8
and redshirt junior Wayne Stinson
made it 17-8 Rider with a 7-3 decision
over Tyler Wood.
In the 184-pound matchup, junior
Michael Fagg-Daves had a 3-2 lead
after the second period, but fell in the

third period to Corey Hazel to lose the
match 5-3.
The loss cut the Broncs’ lead to
17-11, but nationally ranked No. 11
Wolfe put the match away with an 8-3
decision over Tristan Sponseller at
197. Lock Haven heavyweight Thomas
Haines closed out the meet with a 10-4
decision over Broncs’ redshirt junior
Mauro Correnti to account for the
20-14 final score, but, at that point,
Rider had already secured the EWL
opening win.
Hangey said the team benefited
from Clagon and Wolfe coming back
into the fold after not competing in the
Keystone Classic.
“That’s the thing about these dual
meets, you want to have your big guns
out there,” Hangey said. “We specifically took some guys out of a couple of
competitions just to make sure we come
into this meet against Lock Haven at
100 percent.”
The last time the schools met, Rider
came away with a 27-6 victory at
Alumni Gym back on Jan. 16.
Rider’s next meet will be its first
home meet of the season when it hosts
Penn on Dec. 10. That meet will begin
at 7 p.m. in Alumni Gym.
Hangey said going up against Penn
is a huge opportunity, considering it is
ranked 19th in the nation as a team.
“What we have is a chance to showcase our best against a team like Penn,”
Hangey said. “To get a win against a
top-20 school is a major accomplishment and one that will get people to
notice us.”

SWIMMING AND DIVING

T

By Carlos Toro
HE swimming

and diving team wrapped up its
2016 schedule with a trip to the Bruno Invite,
hosted by Brown University, from Dec. 2-4.
The men finished in fourth place out of five
teams while the women placed fifth out of six teams in
the three day meet.
The women defeated Columbia, but lost to Brown,
Princeton, Rutgers and Dartmouth, while the men
defeated Dartmouth while being bested by Columbia,
Princeton and Brown. Brown won both the men’s and
women’s meets.
In the second day of the meet, Freshman Justin
Carey won the preliminary 100-meter back with a
time of 48.86, beating a Rider record. Later in the
same day, he beat his own record in the final with a
winning time of 48.67 seconds.
Junior Hannah Bayer staked a 10th place finish
in the final (4:38.99) for the 400-meter individual
medley. Freshman Casey Wrabley placed 11th in the
final (4:40.05). Sophomore Taylor Stalnaker claimed
11th in the 100-meter back finals (57.63) and junior
Julianna Runk took 12th in the finals of the 100-meter
breaststroke after an 11th place prelim result (1:05.75).
The relay teams had a solid performance in the
second day with the men’s 200-meter medley team of
Carey, junior Zack Molloy, senior Matthan-Matthew
Martir, and senior Zach Mabin finishing fourth
(1:31.29). On the women’s side, Stalnaker, Runk,
senior Ariana Palmer, and senior Jacquelynn Parker
had a seventh place result in the same event.
In the 800-meter free relay, the men’s team of the
Molloy brothers Zack and senior William, senior Sam
Cramer, and sophomore Vincent Gibbons placed fifth
(6:48.50) while the women’s team of Bayer, Parker,
Stalnaker and Wrabley placed ninth.
Zack Molloy had a record-setting performance in
the third day of competition by winning the 100meter freestyle in 43.84 seconds, beating a Rider

record established in 2009. Freshman Cole May set
a new personal record in the 200-meter butterfly
(1:51.63), good for sixth place in the finals of that
event.
Mabin took fourth in the preliminaries for the 200meter breaststroke before finishing in seventh place in
the finals (2:04.38). Sophomore Lucas Musselman’s
third day of competition ended with a tenth place
result in the preliminary and final for the 200-meter
backstroke (1:49.21).
Runk and junior Tara Maniace had solid performances in the 200-meter breaststroke, taking 11th
(2:25.14) and 14th (2:29.16) in the final, respectively.
Sophomore Breanne Hatter placed 13th in the threemeter dive with a score of 211.50.
In the 1650-meter freestyle, three Broncs contributed to the team’s point total. Cramer had a sixthplace finish (15:54.57), sophomore Griffin Hutton
ninth (16:12.16), and senior Michael Regan 13th
(16:29.52). For the women, freshman Casey Wrabley
took 10th (18:08.67).
In the 400-meter free relay, the women’s team of
freshman Olivia Iswalt, Palmer, Parker and sophomore Taylor Stalnaker finished 10th (3:34.38). The
of sophomore Victoria Evans, Maniace, sophomore
Amy Rheel and junior Baileigh Vanderhoof took 12th
(3:42.08) in that same event as well.
On the men’s side of the 400-meter free relay
event, the group of Gibbons, Martir, William Molloy
and Zack Molloy finished sixth (3:03.31) while the
team of senior Denny Atkinson, Cramer, senior
Harun Filipovic, and junior Maciej Paz took eighth
with a time of 3:09.69.
After spending the entire fall season competing in
six different dual meets and one multi-school meet on
the road, Rider will get its chance to compete at home
next month.
The men’s team is also enjoying a very long dualmeet win streak which dates all the way back to the

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

Rider record-setting performances made at Bruno Invite

Junior Zack Molloy won the 100-meter free at the Bruno Invite.
2014 season. The men are also the five-time defending MAAC Champions while the women have placed
inside the top three in the MAAC for the past decade
as well.
The Broncs will be in the pool on Jan. 13 against
Seton Hall. That meet will be held at Rider’s Coppola
Pool in the Maurer Center, followed by a road meet at
Georgetown on Jan. 16.
Rider will then host conference rival Monmouth at
the Coppola Pool on Jan. 24. It is the third dual-meet
where Rider is facing off against a MAAC opponent.
The men and women defeated Fairfield earlier this
season on Oct. 15 and then the men beat Marist on
Oct. 29.
These meets are to prepare Rider for the MAAC
Championship from Feb. 8-11 held in Buffalo, New
York, at Erie Community College, followed by the
ECAC Championships, hosted by the University of
Pittsburgh, from March 3-5.
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TR ACK AND FIELD

T

By Shanna O’Mara
HE women’s

track and field team
swept several events and took the
title at its meet against defending
MAAC champion Monmouth and
rival Saint Peter’s on Dec. 1.
“From a team perspective, beating
Monmouth, especially on their home
track, is awesome,” junior Victoria
Brewer said. “I’m extremely proud of
my teammates.”
It was the first mile she raced, after
an injury that set her back last year.
She finished with a winning time of
5:34.62.
“I was really excited to see what
I could run and how it would feel
compared to the 800, which is what I
typically race,” Brewer said. “[Assistant
Coach] Brett Harvey set me up with a
race plan to go out with the leader and
run conservative until after the 800,
then I could break away and really let
it rip.”
The women also proved their skill
in the long jump with freshmen Asia
Young and Lindsay Bauer and sophomore Jennifer Maurer sweeping all 11
points in the event.
Young cleared a distance of 5.88
meters during her first collegiate meet.
“My goal is always to stay consistent and jump better than my previous
one,” Young said. “I’ve broken several
records in high school, but breaking
the Rider record on my first collegiate
jump was amazing. I just want to be
able to help my team win.”
The Broncs also claimed the top

three spots in the high jump with
redshirt freshman Natalie Cowan also
making impressive strides at her first
meet, clearing 1.73 meters. Senior
Daria Chadwick and freshman Quinn
Bithell earned points in the next two
positions.
“We all, especially the high jumpers, have worked really hard to improve
ourselves and have a great start to this
season,” Cowan said. “Winning and
attempting the Rider school record
really was absolutely shocking to me,
but it really was a reflection of the
incredible coaching here.”
The Broncs also had wins in the 60
meter dash and 60 meter hurdle race.
Sophomore Tierra Taylor finished
the 60 meter dash first in 7.95 seconds followed by freshman Cheyenne
Churchville just three tenths of a second behind. Sophomore Sara Gardner
claimed the 60 meter hurdle title in
8.86 seconds, and Chadwick placed
second in 9.02 seconds.
Other top performances included
sophomore Destiny Kearney winning
the triple jump and redshirt freshman
Ronetta Hunter claiming the shotput
title.
The men defeated Saint Peter’s but
fell to Monmouth. The team was led
by senior Erik Adamcik who qualified
for the IC4As with a pole vault win and
Rider-record height of 4.95 meters.
“It felt great to get a good jump
in the first meet,” Adamcik said. “I
think it was a great place to start and
plan to move the momentum forward

Neil Davis/Rider University

Women outrun Monmouth and Saint Peter’s

Junior Victoria Brewer won the mile run in 5:34.62 at the Monmouth Season Opener on Dec. 1.
next week at Princeton. I am also very
pleased with the success of the team,
and I’m excited to see us progress
towards the end goal of being the best
team possible at MAACs.”
With several upperclassmen whose
efforts will combine with the talent of
the rookies, the team has high hopes for
the season.
“From the key returners we have
now, and the impact freshman who
came in, I was expecting [the meet
results] to be close,” said sophomore
Michael Horn, who earned five points
for his team in the triple jump, clearing
a distance of 14.54 meters. “The triple
jump was really good. [Assistant Coach
Bob Marchetti] has really been working

hard with me on it, and it showed.”
Brewer recognized a level of
commitment from her team that she
believes can carry it through the season.
“I saw a lot of heart and dedication and a lot of hard work on the
track,” she said. “Our freshmen really
impressed me. We have a long way
to go until MAACs, and winning this
meet isn’t going to make the journey
any easier for us, but we definitely sent
a huge message to Monmouth and the
entire conference that we aren’t going
down without a fight.”
The men and women will compete
at the Princeton New Year’s Invite on
Dec. 11.

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Broncs finish off Siena in first home game of regular season

T

By Brandon Scalea

basketball team is in a nine-way tie for
second place in the conference following a split of
its first two conference games.
On Dec. 1, Rider finally got to play at home
for the first time this season, but the festivities were
spoiled by Fairfield, who pulled away in the second
half to win, 76-67. Four days later, the Broncs hosted
Siena, a team picked to finish second in the MAAC
preseason poll. Rider used a late surge to top the
Saints in a pulse-pounding game, 71-69.
Head Coach Kevin Baggett said he was happy the
team was able to regroup and avoid an 0-2 conference
hole for the second-straight year. In 2015-16, Rider
started MAAC play 0-5.
“I’m proud of our guys tonight and we needed this
win,” he said. “I don’t think Siena will ever shoot this
poorly again. Tonight, we had the chance to prove to
people in the league where we stand, and we certainly
needed this win because it was at home.”
However, in the previous game, the Broncs simply couldn’t defend Fairfield down the stretch. Stags
forward Tyler Nelson dropped a career-high 38 points,
shooting 11-for-20 from the field. There was a span in
the second half where he hit a three-pointer in three
consecutive possessions.
Rider had to play from behind early. After senior
forward Xavier Lundy hit a layup to open the scoring,
the Stags went on a 9-0 run. The teams exchanged
buckets for a while, before Lundy and senior guard
Jimmie Taylor hit consecutive threes to give the
Broncs their first lead, 16-15.
But Fairfield ultimately headed to the locker room
at halftime with a comfortable 42-35 edge.
In the second half, the closest Rider closed the gap
was to five, when it cut the lead to 70-65 with 1:55 left
in regulation. Fairfield ended up taking the game by
nine.
Taylor led the Broncs with 23 points and Lundy
had 14. Freshman guard Stevie Jordan had an early

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

HE men’s

Senior Xavier Lundy scored 11 points in the win against Siena.
field goal, but left the game in the first half when he
fell under the basket support and his mouth banged
into his knee. He needed five stitches, according to
Baggett.
On Dec. 5, in a game that Rider tried desperately
to give away in the final moments, the Broncs earned
their first conference win of the season, knotting them
up with nine other MAAC teams. Monmouth is the
only team at 2-0, while Manhattan is the only 0-2
team.
Siena’s Nico Clareth had a chance to win the
game in the waning seconds when he was hit with a
beautiful, no-look pass. Clareth’s wide-open threepoint attempt sailed long, and the rebound fell into
the hands of graduate forward Norville Carey as the
horn sounded and the crowd of over 1,500 erupted in
unison. Clareth, who became a sharpshooter for Siena
in his sophomore season, was 0-for-8 from three-point
land. Siena was 1-for-19 as a unit.
Baggett said he resorted to some strong body language on the sideline to will the last shot away from
the net.
“I’m leaning back, I’m trying everything I can to
make it not go in,” he said. “Clareth’s a really good

player, and I even said to him after the game, ‘You
scare the heck out of me.’ I don’t know if there’s going
to be another night they shoot 1-for-19, but I’m glad
they shot 1-for-19 tonight.”
In the first half, Lundy kept the Broncs in it. He
knocked down 16 points and didn’t miss from beyond
the arc, while Taylor and senior forward Kahlil
Thomas combined for just two points. Lundy finished
with 20.
The Saints led by as much as five early on, but
every time it looked like the visitors would pull away,
Rider had an answer. At halftime, the Broncs trailed
by one, 44-43.
In the second, Rider was forced to play a style it
isn’t used to — fast-paced. Being statistically one of
the slowest-moving offenses in the nation, the Broncs
had to adjust to Siena’s up-tempo play. Taylor came
alive in the final half and hit a pair of big threes from
the corner. He finished 3-for-8 from the field, notching
nine points and three rebounds.
Twice in the second half Rider failed to hit the
front end of a one-and-one, both leading to 6-0 Siena
runs. The Saints’ largest lead of the night was 65-58
with 5:47 left, but the Broncs went on a quick 11-4
run to take a 69-68 lead it wouldn’t relinquish.
Lundy said the team showed growth from last year,
being able to close out a tight game.
“The end of the game was a little scary because
last year, it seemed like whenever we were in these
situations, it always went the opposite way for us,” he
said. “It seemed like today, whenever they got another
chance, we just stayed with it. We did a good job of
staying locked in on defense.”
Through its first seven games, Rider is 4-3 overall,
1-1 in the conference, a nice turnaround from last
year’s 1-6, 0-2 start in its first seven.
The Broncs’ next game will be on the West Coast
when they take on Pacific in Stockton, California, on
Dec. 10. They’ll return home for another non-conference game against Kennesaw State on Dec. 14.
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ROAD WARRIORS
Women’s basketball off to best start since 1982-83 season

A

By Carlos Toro
MIDST an

unusually long road
trip, the women’s basketball team
defeated its first two conference
opponents.
The Broncs (5-2, 2-0 MAAC)
defeated Canisius on Dec. 2 and
Niagara on Dec. 4, both games on the
road, to start 2-0 in MAAC play for the
first time in program history. The 5-2
start is the first time since the 1982-83
season the program had a start this
strong after seven games.
Senior center Julia Duggan said the
start is a welcome change to a team
that only won eight games out of 30
played last season.
“It’s really nice to start 5-2 and
going up to Canisius and Niagara and
coming out with two wins,” Duggan
said. “That trip can be hard because it
is an eight-hour bus ride and there’s an
eight-hour ride back.”
Rider’s game against Canisius (2-5,
1-1 MAAC) started with a closely contested first quarter. Rider’s six points
came from three-point shots made by
senior guard Taylor Wentzel and senior
guard Robin Perkins. After the Broncs
started the game with an 8-4 lead,
Canisius took the lead with a 6-0 scoring run. Both teams then traded a couple of field goals, until Canisius took a
17-15 lead to end the first quarter.
The second quarter was similar to
the first with each team having its share
of the lead, but the Golden Griffins
held their lead for the majority of the
quarter. Free throws made by Hoskova
and Julia Duggan and a three-point
made by Hoskova
as time expired
gave the
Broncs a
35-34 halftime
lead.
Canisius
responded
in the third
quarter by
pushing

the ball down in the paint, outscoring
Rider 12-4 in the period, and eventually taking a slim 54-52 lead into
the final quarter. After a layup from
freshman guard Stella Johnson tied the
game 54-54 with 9:21 remaining in
the game, Canisius retook the lead for
almost three minutes before Rider ran
away with the lead with an 8-0 scoring
run to have a 66-59 lead with a little
more than three minutes remaining.
But the home team crept up on
the Rider lead, eventually closing the
deficit to just one point with 19 seconds
remaining. Rider’s defense held on
and the Broncs won the game 71-70
after Canisius sophomore forward Sara
Hinriksdottir missed a three-point shot
as time expired.
For the Broncs, there were a couple
of noteworthy performances, with
Hoskova and Johnson leading Rider
with 18 points each. Rider shot 45 percent from the field and 38 percent from
beyond the arc.
Rider then traveled to Niagara (3-4,
1-1 MAAC) and the first was a much
easier affair than the first half against
Canisius. The Broncs ran up the score
for the first 20 minutes, winning the
first quarter 22-12 and the second
quarter 19-11. The Broncs shot 62
percent from the field in the first half
while limiting the Purple Eagles to just
31 percent shooting.
The Broncs immediately jumped out
to a lead, scoring the game’s first five
points and 11 of the first 14, and never
trailed. Perkins made her first six field
goal attempts, including four from long
range, to help Rider build the lead,
which reached its highest point of the
half (41-23) on a pair of her free throws
with four seconds left in the period.
Niagara did win the third quarter
16-12, after Rider made only two field
goals to start the second half. But
big
the Broncs had their biggest quarter scoringwise when they
scored 25 to

seal the game with an emphatic 78-58
win.
While Perkins had a lackluster performance against Canisius, the senior
responded in a huge way, scoring a
career-high 29 points while adding five
rebounds and making five out of six
three point shots. Duggan nearly had
another double-double with 16 points
and nine rebounds. Hoskova had a
busy game in the charity stripes, making 11 of 13 free throw attempts for the
game.
With the two conference wins, Rider
swept its annual trip through western
New York and is now only one of two
teams that have yet to lose a MAAC
game, joining Quinnipiac as not only
one of the lone unbeaten MAAC
teams, but also one of the only teams
to have an overall winning record. All
teams in the conference have played at
least seven games this season.
“It feels good,” Duggan said.
“Nobody thought that we would do
well so it feels good to say that we have
been playing well. Nobody thought
we would beat Princeton and nobody
thought we would have a good record
in the MAAC. I think we have a well
diversed team this year where we think
we are going to do pretty well in our
conference.”
Part of the reason the Broncs have
been doing so well is the triangle threat
of Perkins, Johnson and Duggan. The
trio, made of Rider’s three leading
scorers, accounts for more than 60
percent of the Broncs’ points.
The emergence of Johnson as a
defen
threat on both the offensive and defensive sides of the ball is
another reason Rider
has done so well.
Johnson leads the
team in steals with 25
and is tied for second
on the team with 13
assists.
“She’s great,”
Duggan said.
“She can do
everything. She
can take it to
the basket
and shoot.

On defense, she is like a silent killer.
You never know when she is going to
steal the ball from you. It’s crazy. She’s
like a mini Kamila Hoskova and it’s
great to have both of these players on
the floor at the same time.”
Rider is also the third best defense in
the MAAC in terms of scoring defense
and field goal percentage defense. The
Broncs have also made opponents
commit a large number of turnovers
(146), which started with the 21 turnovers Rider made Princeton commit
in its season-opening road win on
Nov. 11. Princeton won 23 games last
season and made a trip to the NCAA
Tournament in the past two seasons.
The Broncs continue their long road
trip on Dec. 8 at Lehigh and conclude
when they travel to Towson on Dec.
11 and Seton Hall on Dec. 18. Rider
returns to Alumni Gym on Dec. 21
when it hosts St. Francis Brooklyn.
The team is playing with a chip on
its shoulder after being picked 10th of
11 teams in the MAAC preseason rankings and the two MAAC wins provided
a huge boost to the team’s morale.
“When you have confidence like
we have from getting two wins like this
against teams who were picked above
you in the conferece, it feels really
great,” Duggan said. “It’s a really big
conference booster, especially with how
we were picked in the
preseason rankings.”
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Freshman Stella Johnson (left), seniors Julia Duggan (center)
and Robin Perkins (above) have been instrumental to the
Broncs’ best start to a season in more than 30 years.

